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Palisade Security Fencing 

Trifen Palisade security fencing is widely         
accepted as the industry leader to protect and 
deter general forms of attack from all types and 
conditions of intrusion. 
 
Palisade is manufactured with two distinct  
alternative pale profiles, our “W” pale profile and 
our “D” Pale profile. The client has the option to 
specify the pale thickness depending on the 
level of security required. 
 
Pale thicknesses for “D” Pale are either 2.5mm, 
3.0mm or 3.5mm. Our “W” pale can be either 
2.0mm, 2.5mm or 3.0mm thick. 
 
Standard heights for Trifen Palisade fencing  
include 1.8m, 2.0m, 2.1m, 2.4m and 3.0m. 
 
Pales can be secured to the horizontal rails  
using either rivets or snap off Permacone nuts 
and bolts. 
 
Pale tops or heads can also be chosen, depend-
ing on which pale profile is specified. We offer 
Blunt top, Pointed top, rounded top, rounded 
and notched, or our popular triple pointed top. 
 
Trifen Palisade has an excellent reputation for 
long life and low cost. The product is  
manufactured in England which ensures high 
quality and a pleasing finish to any boundary  
requirement. 
 
Palisade fencing offers protection for different 
levels of perceived risk, starting from low risk for 
demarcation purposes, through to our high  
security Portcullis Palisade fence. 
 
The palisade family of fencing is designed to 
provide a formidable barrier against intrusion. It 
is manufactured from hot formed and cold rolled 
steel sections. These sections offer both 
strength and rigidity, which is also combined 
with a long life span. For more information 
please contact our sales team on 01889 576314 
 

Our Palisade range is fully galvanised 
to BSEN ISO 1461 standard with optional 

powder coating in any RAL colour 



Bow Top Fencing 

Trifen Bow top fencing has been designed to 
offer low level security and demarcation where 
the visual aspect is important. The product is 
widely specified for use around recreational 
areas, schools, colleges and housing estates. 
 
Bow top fencing can be manufactured in  
either a single or interlaced top configuration, 
both of which minimise the risk of injury to 
children and would be climbers. We also offer 
a playground version, this variant features a 
smaller hoop on the top of the panel, which 
reduces the risk to younger children in a  
Infants play area. 
 
Manufactured from mild steel sections, our 
fencing is easily recognised from its heavy 
duty construction which offers increased  
rigidity and contributes to a long service life. 
 
Bow top fencing can be specified in a range of 
heights to suit most applications. Heights  
include, 1.0m, 1.2m, 1.5m, 1.8m, 2.0m, 2.1m 
and 2.4m. 
 
The fence panel is secured to the support post  
by a tamper resistant Permacone snap off nut 
and bolt. This fixing reduces interference and 
vandalism on the fence line.  
 
The product is easy to install and is ideally 
suited for use on level ground, however we 
can manufacture special panels to suit  
undulating or uneven ground levels. 
 
Standard Bow top fence panels are  
manufactured to suit post centres of 2.75m 
wide. 
 
Trifen Bow top fencing is specified by major 
leading architects in both the UK and in 
Europe. This established product has an  
excellent reputation for build quality and client 
satisfaction. For more information please  
contact our sales team on 01889 576314 
 

Our Bow top range is fully galvanised 
to BSEN ISO 1461 standard with optional 

powder coating in any RAL colour 



Vertical Bar Fencing 

Trifen Vertical bar fencing was developed to  
offer a multi-choice specification for a wide 
range of fencing applications. The product has 
been designed to withstand the boundary  
protection requirements of both commercial and 
recreational locations. Offering a traditional  
appearance combined with strength, rigidity and 
durability in one long lasting product  
configuration. 
 
Typical applications for the product include; 
housing estates, hospitals, parks and  
recreational areas, retail parks, architect  
designed industrial parks, and mariners. 
 
We also supply Vertical bar fencing panels 
stepped, raked and radius panels to suit  
variations in ground contours. 
 
Construction is in the form of welded panels, 
with two horizontal rails manufactured from flat 
or RHS sections, which are welded at the  
intersection points. Square or round infill bars 
can be specified, both of which are available in a 
range of sizes and heights according to the 
fence specified.  
 
Standard panel widths are supplied at 2.75m 
although custom widths can also be  
manufactured. 
 
Available heights include, 1.0m, 1.2m & 1.5m for 
wall top mounting, and for direct burial we offer 
1.8m, 2.0m and 2.4m high. 
 
The vertical bars are available with a choice of 
heads, which range from a blunt top style top a 
sharp point. We also offer decorative cast tops 
to produce a bespoke and unique appearance to 
any of our vertical bar fencing products. 
 
For safety reasons we do not recommend the 
use of infill with a pointed top at heights below 
1.8m. For more information please  
contact our sales team on 01889 576314. 

 
Our Vertical bar fencing range is fully  

Galvanised to BSEN ISO 1461 standard, with 
optional powder coating in any RAL colour 



Paramesh 3M Mesh Fencing 

Trifen Engineering is a UK distributor of  
Paramesh 3M  “V” mesh fencing. A popular 
style of welded “V” Mesh fencing designed to 
fulfil the needs of a contractor fence. 
  
Paramesh 3M offers a cost competitive  
advantage, which makes it suitable for 
tenders and cost sensitive contracts. 
 
Typical applications for the product include; 
schools, boundary demarcation, retail parks 
and low risk industrial sites. The construction 
produces a modern and attractive  
appearance which is ideally suited for most 
boundary and general security applications. 
 
The panel design features galvanised horizon-
tal and vertical wires formed using a 200mm x 
50mm mesh pattern. The construction pro-
duces a modern and attractive  
appearance which is ideally suited for most 
boundary and general security applications. 
 
Additional rigidity is provided by pressed “V” 
beams formed horizontally into each steel 
mesh panel. 
 
The system is complete with 60x60 SHS posts 
positioned at 3.025m nominal post centres. 
Posts are supplied with factory fitted threaded 
inserts, plastic cap and robust steel panel  
fixing brackets. 
 
The Paramesh 3M range is supplied in stock 
heights of 1.23m, 1,73m, 2.03m or 2.43m. 
 
Each steel panel has a 30mm barbed top on 
one edge of the panel, which reduces the risk 
of the fence being climbed. 
 
We offer the Paramesh 3M “V” mesh fencing 
range in a select range of colours, designed to 
meet the requirements of most applications. 
 
We can provide expert assistance in exporting 
Paramesh 3M mesh fencing to a range of  
countries. For more information please  
contact our sales team on 01889 576314. 



Paramesh 868 Mesh Fencing 

Trifen Engineering is a UK distributor of  
Paramesh 868 steel mesh fencing. The product 
features a flat faced front, which allows excellent 
through vision making it suitable for a range of 
applications.  
 
Typical applications include; Industrial estates, 
Universities, Colleges, Commercial estates, and 
Retail parks. 
 
The Paramesh 868 panel features twin  
galvanised horizontal wires, 8mm diameter  
positioned either side of a 6mm vertical wire. 
The panels are welded at the intersection points 
and offer a superior degree of resistance to  
impact damage or vandalism to the fence line. 
The one edge of the panel is finished flush whilst 
the verticals project 30mm from the other edge to 
form a barbed top. 
 
The barbed edge may be positioned at ground 
level in situations where a flush top is required.  
Posts for Paramesh 868 are positioned at 2.525 
nominal centres.  
 
The steel mesh panel is secured to the mounting 
post using a custom steel retaining bracket and 
an M8 tamper resistant pin. The unique bracket    
design allows the steel fencing panels to be 
stepped to suit uneven ground conditions. 
This fixing ensures installation is a fast and  
simple process.  
 
Standard stock heights include; 1.25m, 1.83m, 
2.03m and 2.43m. Multi-lift panels are an ideal 
solution to offer ball park fencing or any  
application where increased height is desirable. 
 
We offer the Paramesh 868 mesh fencing range 
in a select range of colours, designed to meet the 
requirements of most applications. 
 
We can provide expert assistance in exporting 
Paramesh 868 mesh fencing to a range of  
countries.  
 
For more information please contact our sales 
team on 01889 576314 
 
 



Paramesh Deco Mesh Fencing 

Trifen Engineering is a UK distributor of  
Paramesh Deco “V” mesh fencing. A popular 
style of welded “V” Mesh fencing with an  
innovative and unique appearance. Offering an 
ideal specification where security is  
required but with out an intimidating or  
oppressive appearance. Its sophisticated good 
look is particularly suitable for use in prestige 
locations where visual appearance is essential. 
 
Typical applications include; schools and  
Colleges, Industrial units, Commercial estates, 
and Retail parks. 
 
The Deco “V” Mesh specification utilises 6mm 
diameter galvanised wires, with horizontals 
spaced at 200mm and 4mm galvanised wire is 
used with the vertical wires ranging between 
20mm and 43mm to form the unique pattern. 
 
Each fencing panel is designed to cover 3.025 
nominal centres. 
 
Standard stock heights include; 1.2m, 1.8m, 
2.0m and 2.4m. 
 
A combination of panel heights may be utilised 
to achieve heights in excess of 2.4m by using 
the multi-lift principle. 
 
The V mesh panel is secured to the mounting 
post using a custom steel retaining bracket and 
an M8 tamper resistant pin. The unique bracket    
design allows the steel fencing panels to be 
stepped to suit uneven ground conditions. 
This fixing ensures installation is a fast and 
simple process.  
 
We offer the Paramesh Deco mesh fencing 
range in a select range of colours, designed to 
meet the requirements of most applications. 
 
We can provide expert assistance in exporting 
Paramesh “V “ mesh fencing to a range of 
countries.  
 
For more information please contact our sales 
team on 01889 576314. 



Paramesh 358 Mesh Fencing 

Trifen Engineering is a UK distributor of  
Paramesh 358 a  high security steel mesh fencing 
solution. The ultimate welded mesh system  
providing a high degree of physical perimeter  
protection, combined with reduced visual impact 
on the surrounding area. 
 
Paramesh 358 security fence panels are  
extremely difficult to penetrate, the small mesh  
aperture being effectively finger proof and  
extremely difficult to attack using conventional 
hand tools. It is also difficult and time consuming 
to pass items from the protected side through the 
fencing, an attribute which has been identified and 
utilised by a number of major retail outlets. 
 
The product provides maximum resistance to  
burrowing or digging, a concrete sill can be  
provided for use in high security areas, or  
alternatively the panel can be extended by a  
further 300mm in base, for burying below the 
ground. 
 
Paramesh 358 is also a popular choice for the  
protection of national critical infrastructure.  
Electricity companies, Water companies and Gas 
distribution firms have recognised the benefits of  
Paramesh 358 for some years.  
 
The panels are manufactured in a mesh pattern of 
76.2mm x 12.7mm using 4mm diameter vertical 
and horizontal wires. 
 
Mesh panels are secured the post by overlapping 
and the addition of a 75mm full length clamp bar 
with Permacone snap off nuts and bolts, which 
pass through the post. 
 
Standard heights include 1.2m, 1.8m, 2.1m, 2.4m, 
3.0m and 5.20m. 
 
The panel width is 2515mm, however the post 
centres are 2440mm due to over lap of the mesh 
across the post. 
 
Additional protection can be provided by the use of 
barbed wire brackets and electric fence systems. 
 
A range of Paramesh 358 manual and automatic 
gates are available to compliment the fencing. 



Paramesh Super 6 Mesh Fencing 

Paramesh Super 6 is a steel mesh fencing  
system similar to our 358 prison mesh style 
product. The main difference is the improvement 
of the wire thickness on the vertical wires. The 
use of a 6mm wire which replaces the 4mmm, 
provides additional strength and a significant  
increase in the products attack resistance. 
 
The mesh pattern is 76.2mm x 12.7mm with a 
4mm horizontal wire. The wires are welded at 
each intersection, which maintains a shear  
resistance of 550n/mm2 minimum (75% of the  
tensile strength) 
 
Paramesh Super 6, is an extremely strong and 
visually discreet fencing system which ensures 
reliability and peace of mind at a competitive 
price. 
 
Typical applications include; National critical  
infrastructure, International borders, Prisons and 
detection centres, Airports and high value asset 
protection. 
 
Mesh panels are secured the post by  
overlapping and the addition of a 75mm full 
length clamp bar with Permacone snap off nuts 
and bolts, which pass through the post. 
 
Standard heights include 1.2m, 1.8m, 2.1m, 
2.4m, 3.0m and 5.20m. 
 
The panel width is 2515mm, however the post 
centres are 2440mm due to over lap of the 
mesh across the post. 
 
Additional protection can be provided by the use 
of barbed wire brackets and electric fence  
systems. 
 
A range of Paramesh Super 6 manual and  
automatic gates are available to compliment the 
fencing. 
 
We can provide expert assistance in exporting 
Paramesh Super 6 mesh fencing to a range of  
countries. For more information please  
contact our sales team on 01889 576314. 
 
 

Premier Security 
Product 



Automatic gates 

Trifen Engineering is a UK distributor for the  
Safeslide automatic sliding gate range.  
Safelisde is a high reliability, high performance 
product, which is designed to offer a trouble free 
life which is combined with cost effectiveness. 
 
The product can be specified in various road 
widths including, 3.0m, 4.0m 5.0m and 6.0m 
wide. The standard production height is 2.4m. 
 
The gate leaf is clad with either expanded metal 
or Paramesh 358.  
 
The gate is driven through a custom control  
system which propels the gate using chain drive 
technology. A single phase supply is converted 
to three phase in our control cabinet, this  
maintains increased reliability in high traffic  
areas. 
 
Purpose built long life gears and bearings allow 
the gate to slide with quiet precision, whilst  
reducing on going maintenance and service 
costs. 
 
The electronic control equipment offers variable 
speed control, and a soft start and stop function. 
 
Two versions are available, fully automatic and 
semi automatic. Fully automatic versions are 
equipped with safety edges and a modified  
control system. These are suitable for operation 
without supervision. The semi automatic version 
operates with hold to run controls and requires 
visual supervision.  
 
We provide the Safeslide with a manual hand 
crank which not only meets the requirements of 
the manual handling legislation within the UK, 
but also allows the gate to be moved manually 
with minimum effort during a power failure.  
 
Safeslide automatic gates are specified by a 
range of clients for use in a wide range of  
industries. Typical applications include,  
industrial estates, loading areas, vehicle  
compounds, utility companies, and local  
authorities. 



RAL Colours– Powder coating 

The RAL colour chart is intended for guide purposes only. Colour shades printed in this brochure 
can vary compared to the true colour.  For larger projects where the exact shade and colour are 
important, we recommend that you request a colour sample. 
 

Our standard range of colours include RAL, 6005, 6002, 9005, 1015, 5010, 3020, 8001, 7012, 
2002, 4006, 9010 and 1003. These colours are in use on a regular basis at our powder coating 

facility and therefore delivery times will be shorter. 

A RAL colour chart is also available online through our web site, at www.trifen.co.uk 
                      Or for more information please contact our sales team on 01889 576314 
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